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What is Tricolore? Tricolore is the symbol for 
every Italian of their Nation, and there is nothing 
better than Tricolore to distinguish a product 
entirely made in Italy. Tricolore is a young, fresh 
and elegant brand. The finest quality leathers 
and the attention to the detail allow today’s 
modern, dynamic riders to enjoy comfort 
and practicality, without forgoing elegance 
and quality. Tricolore boots are practical and 
versatile.
They reflect “Italian style” and make it available 
to everybody.
 
Why Tricolore? There are at least three reasons:
 
because the Italian flag is made of three colors 
and for every Italian “Tricolore” is the word that 
distinguishes a product entirely made in Italy 
and handcrafted by skilled artisans;
because there are three steps on the podium 
that every athlete wants to climb;
because three essential features characterize 
our boots: comfort, elegance, durability.
And we are sure that everyone can find at least 
three more reasons to wear a Tricolore!
 
What are you waiting for? Choose your own 
Tricolore boots!



Soft calfskin leather available in black, brown 
and blue, YKK rear zipper, Elastic panel along 
back zipper allows a confortable fit, removable 
insole with activated carbon absorbs shock.
Available without front fastening (mod. S3311). 
Leather sole, but can be ordered also with Easy 
Rubber molded sole.

S3312
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Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Is an elegant model with a soft calfskin leather, 
available in black, brown and blue, rear zipper, 
leather sole. Available Field (S0012) and Dress 
(S0011). Easy Ride rubber molded sole but can be 
ordered also with leather sole.

S0012S0011
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Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Soft calfskin leather, available in black, brown and blue, 
rear zipper, front elastic section covered by
calfskin, to allow an easy fitting and to get more calfs. 
It is provided with a poron layer placed between the 
leather insole and the footbed, and it can be remove to 
get one more size once the foot has grown. Available 
Dress (J996) and Field (J997). Easy Ride rubber molded 
sole but can be ordered also with leather sole.

JUNIOR J997JUNIOR J996

Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown
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Field and Dress soft calfskin leather available 
in black, brown and blue navy, YKK rear zipper, 
bottom zip guard, Elastic panel along back 
zipper allows a comfortable fit, removable insole 
with activated carbon absorbs shock. Amabile 
Field, Easy Ride rubber molded sole, single spur 
studs, inlaid patch. Can be ordered also with 
leather sole.

Amabile
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Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Field and Dress with top included. Soft calfskin 
leather, available in black, brown and blue YKK 
rear zipper, bottom zip guard, Elastic panel 
along back zipper allows a comfortable, fit. 
Removable insole with activated carbon absorbs 
shock. Easy Ride rubber molded sole but can be
ordered also with leather sole.

Leccese
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Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Field and Dress with top included. Soft calfskin 
leather, available in black, brown and blue, YKK
rear zipper, bottom zip guard, Elastic panel 
along back zipper allows a comfortable, fit. 
Removable insole with activated carbon absorbs 
shock. Easy Ride rubber molded sole but can be
ordered also with leather sole.

Apulia
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Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Soft calfskin leather, available in black, brown 
and blue, YKK front inside rear zipper, hard 
outside, high dressage bow, reinforced heel and 
Easy Ride rubber molded sole.

Messapico
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Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Field and Dress. Soft calfskin leather, available in black, brown 
and blue YKK rear zipper, brushed leather details, punched holes 
design with reflecting pipings over toe cap, elastic panel along 
the zipper allows an easy fitting. Reflective pipings are available 
in grey, black and brown. Leather sole but can be ordered also 
with Easy Ride rubber molded sole.

How to customize your Romeo boot

Romeo
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Quick black

Smooth blue

Brushed Brown

Quick blue

Smooth brown

Brushed Black

Quick brown

Brushed Navy

Smooth black

Brushed Grey Brushed Burgundy

Reflector Grey Reflector Black



Field and Dress Soft calfskin leather, available in 
black, brown and blue, YKK rear zipper, patent leather 
details,punched holes design over toe cap, Swarovski 
crystals on side strap. Elastic panel along the zipper allows
an easy fitting. You can choose your patent leather details 
and Swarovski on the following page or among the colors 
available in our Tricolore leather catalogue. Leather sole 
but can be ordered also with Easy Ride rubber molded sole.

Giulietta
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Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown



Choose your Giulietta
Patent details and Swarovski decoration
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Zaffiro

Denim Blue 

Rubino

Fumè

Viola

Turchese

Cristallo

Rosa

Nero

Grigio

Fucsia

Patent Gray

Patent Fucsia

Patent Electric Red

Patent Glicine

Patent Electric Pink

Patent Black

Patent Electric Blue

Patent Moka

Patent Rosa Antico

Patent Burgundy

Patent Blue Navy

Patent White Patent Prugna Patent Vinaccia



Field and Dress with Top design included. Soft 
calfskin leather available in black, brown and 
blue navy, YKK rear zipper. Custom details 
in patent leather and Swarovski decoration. 
Leather sole, but can be ordered also with 
Easy Rubber molded sole.

Salentino
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Quick black

Quick blue

Quick brown

Smooth black

Smooth blue

Smooth brown
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Top Lucido burgundy
Details patent burgundy
Swarovski and stud decoration

Top Glitter pink
Details Patent Vinaccia
Swarovski and stud decoration

Top Stella black
Details Patent black
Swarovski and stud decoration

Top Fortuna black
Details Patent black
Swarovski and stud decoration

Get inspired.
Show off your personality.
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How to customize your Salentino

Patent Black Patent Electric Blue

Patent Gray

Patent Moka Patent Rosa Antico

Patent Fucsia

Patent Burgundy Patent Blue Navy

Patent Electric RedPatent White

Patent Glicine

Fortuna Black

Patent Prugna

Patent Electric Pink

Fortuna Brown

Patent Vinaccia

Fortuna Grey

Lucido black Lucido SandLucido Moka Lucido LillaLucido Blue Lucido Burgundy

Lucido Avio Lucido Bistro Lucido BrandyQuick black Smooth blueQuick blue Smooth brownQuick brown Smooth black

Bolgheri BlueBolgheri Grey Sakara GreyBolgheri Brown Sakara Blue Sakara Pink

Regal black Regal brown Regal Blue Regal Pink

Stella Black Stella Brown Stella Blue

Glitter Black Glitter Brown Glitter Blue Glitter Prugna Glitter Pink

BASE LEG AND FOOT

TOP SECTION TOP SECTION AND DETAILS

SWAROVSKI

STUDS

Rose Gold

Jet Nut

Gold

Montana

Fern Green

Nichel

Tangerine

Blue

Emerald

Crystal

Capri Blue

Golden Shadow

Black Diamond

Greige

Light SiamLight Rose Rose
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Short boots in calfskin leather,
punched holes design on the whole 
foot section, front fastening, rear 
zipper, leather sole. Available in 
colors Black and Choco.   

Giunone
Short boots in calfskin leather, 
with front zipper, side elastic, 
leather sole. Available in colors 
Black and Choco. 

Giove



ANNAPAOLA SRL

Via G. De Masi N. 130-200
Z. I. Lotto 23/26 Tronco G

73042 CASARANO (LE)

tel +39 0833 1790 005
info@denirobootco.com


